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Задания для 8 класса 
Продолжительность олимпиады - 80 минут (макс 50 баллов)  

 

1. LISTENING 

 

Прослушайте текст и установите соответствие утверждений 1-10 содержанию текста. 

Отметьте каждое утверждение TRUE, если оно соответствует содержанию текста, FALSE, если 

оно не соответствует. Занесите вариант ответа в бланк ответов. 

 

AN  INTERVIEW  WITH  EMMA 

 

1. Emma took her exams yesterday. 

2. Emma’s mother lives in Oxford. 

3. Her parents do not live together. 

4. Emma has got a brother and a sister. 

5. Her brother is twelve years younger than Emma. 

6. Emma’s brother likes to play football. 

7. He doesn’t go to school yet. 

8. Emma’s father lives in Edinburgh. 

9. They often spend holidays together with their father. 

10. Emma is fond of pop music. 

 

2. READING 

 

Task1 

Прочитайте текст и установите соответствие между абзацами текстами и их заголовками: 

к каждому абзацу, обозначенному цифрами 1–6, подберите соответствующий заголовок, 

обозначенный буквами А–F. Используйте каждую букву только один раз.  

A. Dance D. Material 

B. Souvenirs E. Imaginary person 

C. Food and drink F. Language 

1. Irish hand-made tweed is famous all over the world for its individual look, its quality and different colours. 

This cloth is made from wool and widely used for caps, hats, skirts, trousers, and jackets. Tweeds can be 

bought in most of the larger cities as well as in the specialist tweed shops. The most famous place for tweed 

production in Ireland is Donegal. 

2. Ceili consists of hundreds of people. They join arms together, dance up and down a hall at high speeds to 

the fast sounds of Irish traditional music. Men and women move so quickly turning round and round, that if 

they don't fall at least once, it means that they are not trying hard enough. 

3. Gaelic is not widely used today in Ireland. With hundreds of years of colonisation by the British it lost its 

significance and was used less and less. It wasn't allowed to be taught in the schools, and it became impossible 

to use Gaelic in most jobs. 

4. Irish products are very popular. Irish hand-made farmhouse cheeses, chocolates and wild smoked salmon 

taste so nice that they are known everywhere. Many people like Irish coffee which is a hot drink made with 
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coffee, whiskey, and cream. Baileys, a cream liqueur, is becoming known internationally. We must also 

mention Guinness, is a type of beer, which for many years has been as the meal in a glass. 

5. Children in Ireland love to listen to stories about leprechaun, a small wizard with magic powers who could 

make impossible things happen. He is dressed in green velvet and wears a shiny black belt and magic shoes. 

He is very small, no more than half a metre tall. He has a pot of gold and gets very angry if he thinks someone 

is trying to steal it. 

6. Irish products are of great value and high quality. They can always tell a story of the history, culture and 

geography of the place where they were made. Most visitors know of Aran sweaters, Irish lace, Ulster linen 

table-cloths and bed covers, Galway glasses, Tara plates and cups. Hardly any visitor leaves the country 

without buying something which will remind them of the country later. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

      

 

Task 2 

 

Прочитайте статью из журнала о новом фильме. Для вопросов 7-10 подберите ответы, 

обозначенные буквами A-D.  

I went to the cinema last week and laughed all the way through the new film “Waiter!” which is set in a 

restaurant. The American actor Tom Waters plays the worst cook the world has ever seen and he employs one 

of the worst waiters, played by Joe Vermont.  

The London restaurant where the filming took place does actually exist. 

Jane Connors, the owner, runs a successful business and, although she thinks “Waiter!” is a good film, 

she is very annoyed with the director. When she agreed to the filming, she wasn’t told that the film is about a 

restaurant where everything goes wrong and the food is disgusting. Although the film might make Jane’s 

restaurant famous if it is a success, she is afraid that people will stop coming because they will think that the 

food and service is terrible- like it is in the film. Jane is worried she will lose business and may even have to 

close and start again with a new restaurant.  

Having seen this film, I agree that she has a problem. The film company paid her a very small fee and 

she has since asked for more. The best solution though is for her to contact the newspapers. I am sure they 

will be interested in her story and it will actually help her business in the end. 

7. What is the writer trying to do next? 

A) to advertise the restaurant   B) to review a film   C) to explain someone’s problem    D) to take someone’s 

advice 

8. What can the reader find out from the text? 

A) Why Jane is feeling angry   B) Why Jane’s restaurant has closed   C) Why Jane didn’t enjoy the film 

D) Why Jane’s restaurant is unpopular 

9. What does the writer think Jane ought to do? 
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A) To open a new restaurant   B) To ask the film company for more money   C) To improve the quality of the 

food in her restaurant   D) To write to the newspapers 

10. What did the director not tell Jane? 

A) That the film would be a success   B) That the restaurant in the film would be very bad   C) That she would 

not be paid   D) That she would need to employ extra staff 

7 8 9 10 

    

 

3. USE OF ENGLISH 

 

Task 1 

Выберите правильный вариант ответа 

1. I've just bought... copy of his latest book.  

a) — ,   b) a,   c) the,    d) any. 

2. ... in my class likes him. 

a) All,   b) All pupils,   c) All the pupils,    d) Everyone. 

3. Jack left ... Paris last week.  

a) in,   b) for,    c) from,   d) to. 

4. They... yet. 

a) didn't arrive,  b) haven't arrived,  c) hadn't arrived,  d) don't arrive. 

5. Turn right... the end of the street.  

a) at,   b) in,   c) to,  d) on. 

6. Nelly is ... at History than Jane but worse at French. 

a) as good,   b) not so good,   c) better,    d) best. 

7. A young man asked if we ... students. 

a) are,   b) were,   c) have been,    d) shall be. 

8. I have asked some friends — for tea. 

a) to go,   b) to stay,   c) to bring,  d) to drink. 

9. Has he ... you of his decision? 

a) talked, b) said, c) told, d) spoke. 

10. She made her husband ... the tree.  

a) to cut down, b) cut down, c) to have cut down, d) cutting down. 

11. When I entered they ... to music. 
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a) have listened, b) were listened, c) were listening, d) listen. 

12. She spoke to ... person at the party.  

a) few, b) a few, c) every, d) many. 

13. I... glasses since I was a child. 

a) wear, b) am wearing, c) have been wearing, d) was wearing. 

Task 2 

Прочитайте приведённый ниже текст. Преобразуйте слова, напечатанные заглавными 

буквами в конце строк, обозначенных номерами 1–7, так, чтобы они соответствовали 

содержанию текста. Заполните пропуски полученными словами. Каждый пропуск соответствует 

отдельному заданию.  

It was obvious that Jack was an (0)important  man, of considerable intelligence. 

He had an air of confidence about him. He was not a  (1) …………………., but a 

marketing man. He wanted to change the world, or at very least make a 

(2)…………………. Everything about Jack suggested that he was a man of          (3) 

…………………….. position. And yet, in his eyes you saw integrity, 

(4)…………………, a warm heart and (5) …………………….. There was more 

to Jack than just well-tailored suits and the (6) ………………………… briefcase. 

Paris was the (7)………………………. of everything he had dreamed.  

0) IMPORTANCE   

1) SCIENCE 

2) DIFFERENT        

3) IMPRESS 

4) KIND 5) STRONG 

6) EXPENSE            

7) CULMINATE 

 

4. WRITING 

 

Представь, что ты получил письмо от английского друга. Это письмо- загадка, в котором есть 

пропуски. Заполните пропуски правильно. Два варианта в таблице подстановочных слов- 

лишние. 

 

1  25, Lexdon Road                         4  climbing                                       7  anyway 10  Llyn Peris 

2 camping 5  together                                       8 write back soon 11 what's more 

3  Roger Moor                                 6 thanks for your letter                   9 by the way 12  believe 

 

 1)________________ 

                                                                                                                                                           05/06/18 

    Dear friend, 

    2)_______________. Sorry I haven't written for so long because there was nothing special to write about .  

3)________________, I've got lots of news for you this time.  

    You won't guess where I'm now after this hard school year! We are in Wales  4)________________ with 

my dad. We've already been 5)________________for a week without all the usual comforts of  home. For   

me   it's   new   and   useful experience.   6)______________,   I'm  becoming  sporty as we're walking   and 

7)________________ all the time. 8)________________, my dad and I are going to try canoeing. You know, 

we're good swimmers, so there's nothing to worry about. I 9)________________that we'll have a wonderful 

time. 

     Oh! I almost forgot. Father said that next time we go, I could bring a friend along. What do you say? Are 

you up to it? If I were you, I won't think a minute. 

10)________________ 
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    Best wishes, 

    Roger 

 

По окончании выполнения заданий не забудьте перенести свои ответы  

в БЛАНК ОТВЕТОВ! 


